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MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING 
THEMI HILL PRE AND PRIMARY SCHOOL 

HOLIDAY PACKAGE APRIL -2020 
GEO GRD III 

NAME: ________________________________________             DATE:______________ 
MULTIPLE CHOICE 
Choose the most correct answer and write its letter in the provided box for  
question 1-10 

1. Our environment comprises of  
a. Water and air 
b. Animals and insect  

c. Living things and no- living 
things 

2. The following objects are found in the school environment only 
a. Mat and fridge 
b. Chalks and desks  

c. Radio and shop 

3. Any damage that cause our environment  lose its quality is called;- 
a. Environmental conservation  
b. Environmental health 

c. Environmental destruction 

4. Which of the following attract tourism? 
a. Wild animals  
b. Domestic animals  

c. Good houses 

5. The sun, air, water and land are in one word called;- 
a. No-living things  
b. Environment  

c. Living things 

6. How many types of pictures are there? 
a. Many  
b. Two  

c. Four  

7. Picture of the object as appears from above is known as;- 
a. Picture 
b. Real object  

c. Map 

8. One of the following pictures are thin just like a stick;- 
a. Plane picture  
b. No answer  

c. Stick picture  

9. The North, South, East and West all together are known as  
a. North direction  
b. Compass direction  

c. Cardinal points  

10. The compass has a needle  which usually points to the;- 
a. East  
b. North 

c. South 
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SECTION B 
MATCHING  THE ITEMS 
Match the items in column A with those in column B and write the letter of the 
corresponding answer in the given box for question 11-15 
 
COLUMN A ANSWER COLUMN B 

11.  The study of man and his environment is 
called? 

 A. Map scale  

12.  Everything that surround us is known as  B. Picture  
13. The relationship between distances on the map 

and distances on the ground  is called 
 C. Plane pictures  

14. How  many methods of showing the directions 
of the Earth are there? 

 D. Stick pictures  

15. Which of the following are the living things?  E. Two  
  F. Human being and 

plants 
G. Geography 
H. Science  
I. Environment  
J. Houses and roads  

 
SECTION C: TRUE and FALSE  
 

16. Hostels help pupils to play _____________________________________ 
17. We should not cut down trees in oder to conserve our environment _______________ 
18. Human being is a part of the environment ________________________ 
19. Goats, cows, and Dogs are examples of wild animals_____________________ 
20. Poaching means illegal hunting ________________________________ 

 
 
SECTION D: SHORT ANSWERS 
 

21. The instrument used to show the cardinal points is called _____________________ 
22. ________________________cannot  be coloured. 
23. Environmental  conservation is the process of keeping the environment clean and _ 
24. Television, mat, fridge and Radio are the objects found in the _________environment 
25. ____________________________________________help to keep books at school.  


